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I Never Wanted To
Saosin

Gm/C
We ve had one chance to
G#m7M      Fm7
Take back, but over and over again
Gm/C
I ll clean your wounds tonight
G#m7M               Fm7
So we can rewind it all until I come inside
Gm/C                              G#m7M
I ll tear in two and never lie to you
                   Fm7     G#m7M
Cause you wouldn t take me home
              Fm7            G6
Your eyes are yet to be clear now
                   Gm/C E5- G#m7M
Cause you wouldn t take me  home
                   Fm7         G6
You were right and I wasn t listening
                 Gm/C          E5-
I never told you what you were missing

G#m7M             E5-
I never wanted to hear, (i never wanted to)
 Gm/C
We are the only ones we are running from
Fm7               G6
I never wanted to hear, (i never want to)
Gm/C            E5-                 Gm/C
We are the only ones we are running from

Gm/C                    G#m7M
This was the only way we knew how
Fm7                     Gm/C
To make everything just okay
I ll make it up tonight
G#m7M                     Fm7                   Gm/C
The sun was two steps too close with his waking eyes
                                     G#m7M
We ll make believe that everything s alright
                   Fm7     G#m7M
Cause you wouldn t take me home

              Fm7            G6
Your eyes are yet to be clear now
                   Gm/C E5- G#m7M
Cause you wouldn t take me  home
             Fm7         G6



You re right I wasn t listening
                 Gm/C          E5-
I never told you what you were missing

G#m7M             E5-
I never wanted to hear, (i never wanted to)
 Gm/C
We are the only ones we are running from
Fm7               G6
I never wanted to hear, (i never want to)
Gm/C            E5-                 Gm/C
We are the only ones we are running from
Fm7               G6
I never wanted to hear, (i never want to)
Gm/C            E5-                 Gm/C
We are the only ones we are running from
Fm7               G6
I never wanted to hear
Gm/C            E5-                 Gm/C
We are the only ones we are running from

(Gm/C ~ G#m7M)

G#m7M              E5-
I want to break it off
Gm/C                                    G#m7M
We should stop cause theres nothing going on

G#m7M             E5-                             Gm/C
I never wanted to hear all of the things that you told me

Fm7               G6
I never wanted to hear, (i never wanted to)
Gm/C                        E5-
We are the only ones we are running from

G#m7M             E5-
I never wanted to hear, (i never wanted to)
 Gm/C
We are the only ones we are running from
Fm7               G6
I never wanted to hear, (i never want to...)


